DRAEGER X-PLORE TWIN FILTER RESPIRATORS
X-PLORE 3300 SERIES RESPIRATORS

The 3300 Series Mask is an eco
nomical half mask made of TPE mate
rial with a continuous grey color neck
strap.

X-PLORE 3500 SERIES RESPIRATORS

The 3500 Series Mask is a premium
half mask made of Draeger Flex Mate
rial. Clasped Slide-Down feature with
a black neck strap.

CM

Under the new particulate filter rules,
there are three series of filters: N, R,
and P. The N filters are Not resistant to
oil; the R filters are resistant to oil; and
the P filters are oil proof.
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WP

The N series of filters is appropriate
for airborne particles such as silica
or lead, when there are no oil-based
products also in the air.

The N series of filters is appropriate
for airborne particles such as silica
or lead, when there are no oil-based
products also in the air.

ME

For example, an N series filter would
be recommended during the removal
of old lead paint. However, for spraying an oil-based lead paint, an R or
P series filter would be recommended as protection against the airborne
mist of oil-based solvent.
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mist of oil-based solvent.

HA

The R series (resistant to oil) should only be used for a single shift when
solvent or oil mist is present in the air. This filter resists oil but may break
down in contact with oil or solvent over a long time.

The R series (resistant to oil) should only be used for a single shift when
solvent or oil mist is present in the air. This filter resists oil but may break
down in contact with oil or solvent over a long time.

When using P series filters, check the manufacturer’s instructions to
determine how long the filter can be used when airborne particles are
present. NIOSH originally thought that P series filters were oil-proof but
recent tests have found there may be some breakdown of the filter mate
rial with long-term oil exposure.

When using P series filters, check the manufacturer’s instructions to
determine how long the filter can be used when airborne particles are
present. NIOSH originally thought that P series filters were oil-proof but
recent tests have found there may be some breakdown of the filter mate
rial with long-term oil exposure.

Note: N, R, and P filters do not provide protection against organic va
pors.

Note: N, R, and P filters do not provide protection against organic va
pors.

3300/N95 RESPIRATOR KIT

Kit includes 3300 Mask, 2 each N95 filter pads, 2 each filter pad retain
ers, and 2 each filter pad bases.
P/N 12-02261.......................

3300/R95 RESPIRATOR KIT

Kit includes 3300 Mask, 2 each R95 filter pads, 2 each filter pad retain
ers, and 2 each filter pad bases.
P/N 12-02262.......................

3300/P100 RESPIRATOR KIT

EP

3500/R95 RESPIRATOR KIT

CS

3500/P100 RESPIRATOR KIT

IN

Kit includes 3500 Mask, 2 each R95 filter pads, 2 each filter pad retain
ers, and 2 each filter pad bases.
P/N 12-02265.......................

Kit includes 3500 Mask, 2 each P100 filter pads, 2 each filter pad retain
ers, and 2 each filter pad bases.
P/N 12-02266.......................

X-PLORE 3300 COMBINATION
CARTRIDGE KIT

REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR 3300/3500 KITS

X-PLORE 3500 COMBINATION
CARTRIDGE KIT

The combo cartridge is a P100 filter, and also filters out organic vapor/
acid, gas, formaldehyde, chlorine dioxide, and hydrogen floride. Kit
includes mask and one combo cartridge. P/N 12-02268.......................

LG

3500/N95 RESPIRATOR KIT

Kit includes 3500 Mask, 2 each N95 filter pads, 2 each filter pad retain
ers, and 2 each filter pad bases.
P/N 12-02264.......................

Kit includes 3300 Mask, 2 each P100 filter pads, 2 each filter pad retain
ers, and 2 each filter pad bases.
P/N 12-02263.......................

The combo cartridge is a P100 filter, and also filters out organic vapor/
acid, gas, formaldehyde, chlorine dioxide, and hydrogen floride. Kit
includes mask and one combo cartridge. P/N 12-02267.......................

AP

Description

Part No.

Price

3300 Series Mask Only

12-02253

.

3500 Series Mask Only

12-02254

.

N95 Filter Pad Only

12-02255

.

R95 Filter Pad Only

12-02256

.

P100 Filter Pad Only

12-02257

.

Filter Pad Retainer

12-02258

.

Filter Pad Base

12-02259

.

P100 Combination Cartridge

12-02260

.
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